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Being compared to acts ranging from Nightwish to Lacuna Coil to Evanescence, SEMBLANT, vocalists Mizuho Lin and
Sergio Mazul, guitarists Juliano Ribeiro and Sol Perez, keyboardist J. Augusto, and drummer Welyntom "Thor" Sikorahas
found huge success with their independent release Lunar Manifesto, with the video for “What Lies Ahead” reaching
over 10 million views on Youtube, with follow up “Dark of the Day” over 2 million views.
The band will tour the US in support of the album Lunar Manifesto, which will be released in CD and limited edition LP
formats.

Band:
Mizuho Lin – Vocals
Sergio Mazul - Vocals
Juliano Ribeiro – Guitars
Sol Perez – Guitars
J. Augusto – Keyboards
"Thor" Sikora – Drums
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Track listing:
1. Incinerate
04:45
2. Dark of the Day
05:03
3. What Lies Ahead
04:41
4. The Shrine
05:42
5. Bursting Open 04:12
6. Mists Over the Future 05:39
7. The Hand the Bleeds 04:52
8. Selfish Liar
05:57
9. Ode to Rejection
04:01
10. The Blind Eye 03:57
11. Scarlet Heritage (Legacy of Blood Pt. III) 05:08

Video’s:
What Lies Ahead (Official Video) https://youtu.be/QIedr_9_9hA
Dark of the Day (Official Video) https://youtu.be/AamdEYGZwFA
The Blind Eye (Official Lyric Video) https://youtu.be/jqpCfNFRqko
Incinerate (Official Video) https://youtu.be/DOGvB29vZF8
DE:
Die brasilianische Gothic Metal Band Semblant ist eine der aufstrebendsten Bands aus Südamerika. In den USA
sind sie schon lange kein Geheimtipp mehr, mit ihrem neuste Album "Lunar Manifesto" sollte ihnen der Erfolg
auch in Europa gelingen. Der von Semblant gespielte dunkle und progressive Gothic Metal mit Doppelgesang
von Mizuho Lin und Sergio Mazul erinnert of an Nightwish/Lacuna Coil oder auch an Evanescence und Cradle
of Filth.
Bio:
Brazilian Gothic Metallers Semblant have had a pretty big year. After several independent releases in their
native Brazil, and rapidly becoming one of the most storied Metal bands in South America, 2016 saw Semblant
re-release their hugely successful independent debut LUNAR MANIFESTO via EMP Label Group, the label
owned by Megadeth bassist David Ellefson, bringing the band to a global audience.
Earlier this month the independently released video for “What Lies Ahead” surpassed 10 million views on
Youtube, with the other videos from LUNAR MANIFESTO well on their way, with “Dark of the Day” recently
surpassing 2 million, and the recently released clip for “Incinerate”, the incendiary track that kicks off Lunar
Manifesto, approaching 100k inside of 2 weeks.
Semblant found an embracing audience at US METAL radio in 2016 as well, with LUNAR MANIFESTO debuting
at #4 most added on the CMJ LOUD ROCK CHARTS and enjoying airplay across the country. Now EMP, (known
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in Europe as Ellefson Music Productions) in partnership with SPV, is set to release Lunar Manifesto in Europe to
the delight of the band’s massive international fanbase.
Hailing from humble beginnings in Curtibia, Brazil, Semblant has found a huge audience throughout North and
South America, Europe and beyond with their brand of dark, progressive, gothic Metal, highlighted by the dual
vocals of Mizuho Lin and Sergio Mazul, being compared to acts ranging from Nightwish to Lacuna Coil to
Evanescence to Cradle of Filth,.
Says EMP A&R and Operations Director Thom Hazaert, who discovered and signed the band to EMP, “When I
first stumbled onto Semblant, like most of the World, on Youtube, I was instantly struck by (female vocalist)
Mizuho (Lin), and how interesting the band was. Numbers don’t lie, and I watched the video shoot from a
million views to almost 2 million inside of a month. here we are a year later, the video just hit 10 Million, and
the World loves Semblant.”
Ellefson adds, “I can’t say how excited we are that we were able to find such an incredible band, who has
already found huge success on their own, and to be able to get involved and take it to the next level. There has
always been a strong Metal culture in Brazil, which is really emerging now internationally with bands like
Angra, Semblant, Machinage etc., and we were blessed to be able to pick up one of their most promising
exports.”
www.facebook.com/semblantband
www.semblant.com.br
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